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Because of this book The Inquisitor's Mark (Eighth Day) By Dianne K. Salerni is offered by on-line, it will
alleviate you not to publish it. you could get the soft file of this The Inquisitor's Mark (Eighth Day) By
Dianne K. Salerni to save in your computer system, device, as well as a lot more tools. It depends upon your
readiness where and also where you will certainly check out The Inquisitor's Mark (Eighth Day) By Dianne
K. Salerni One that you require to consistently keep in mind is that reading publication The Inquisitor's
Mark (Eighth Day) By Dianne K. Salerni will never ever finish. You will certainly have ready to check
out other book after finishing a book, as well as it's continually.

From School Library Journal
Gr 4–7—This volume picks up right after the events of book one. Just weeks after saving the seven-day
world from destruction at the hands of the evil King Wylit, Jax Aubrey discovers he might not be the orphan
he thinks he is. When his best friend is kidnapped, Jax learns that he may have a mysterious long-lost Uncle
and possibly the family he craves. Unfortunately, Uncle Finn happens to be the Inquisitor for the ruthless,
criminally minded Dulacs, the family that had Jax's guardian Riley's entire family assassinated. During a
search for Jax's liege-lady, Evangeline's sister Riley is trapped in the eighth day and Jax uses the time to rush
to New York to save his friend and find out more about his family. Sure enough, Jax is related-his Uncle and
Jax's deceased father look eerily alike, and Jax even has a near-identical cousin, Dorian. But is Dorian a
friend or just another pawn in the seeming endless political intrigue of the Dulacs? Jax will need to find out
soon or he could lose Riley, Evangeline, and much more. Salerni does a good job of portraying Jax's
desperate need to fit in and find a family. Readers learn more about the Eighth Day, the Transitioners, the
magical Kin, and their connection to Arthurian legend. The narrative is split between Jax and Dorian and
there could have been a little more distinction between the two voices at times. The concept and the
characters, however, are strong enough to carry the weight of a few minor flaws and The Inquisitor's Mark
should continue to entertain its audience who will now eagerly await book three.—Erik Knapp, Davis
Library, Plano, TX

Review
“Combining modern intrigue and ancient magic, this second volume in what continues to be an inspired
series does not disappoint. Jax is an endearing mix of heroic and awkward as he struggles with his new
identity. An exciting blend of Arthurian legend and organized crime.” (Kirkus)

“Blending Arthurian legend with action-packed adventure, the second in the Eighth Day series answers some
questions but leaves plenty dangling for the next book.” (ALA Booklist)

“The concept and the characters are strong, and should continue to entertain its audience who will now
eagerly await book three.” (School Library Journal)

“Ancient magic pairs nicely with modern intrigue. Complicated alliances and ruthless villains keep the pages



turning. A promising start to a new trilogy.” (Kirkus Reviews (on The Eighth Day))

“[A] fast-paced, magical adventure. An unparalleled mix of evil villains, humor, and background that set this
up for a likeable trilogy to be recommended for fans of Percy Jackson and Harry Potter. Absolutely
necessary for middle grades.” (Voice of Youth Advocates (VOYA) (on The Eighth Day))

“Fascinating…Melds Arthurian legend into present day. Fast paced and exciting.” (School Library Journal
(on The Eighth Day))

From the Back Cover

Related to the enemy. Loyal to their target.

After returning from an all-out war in Mexico, Jax Aubrey, his guardian, Riley, and liege lady, Evangeline
Emrys, are in hiding. So when a man named Finn Ambrose tracks them down, claiming to be Jax's uncle,
their defenses go up.

As it turns out, Uncle Finn is part of the Dulacs, a dangerous enemy clan. After the Dulacs kidnap Jax's best
friend, Billy, in order to lure Jax to their residence in Manhattan, Jax has no choice but to go to the city on
his own or risk endangering Riley and Evangeline.

There, he meets Uncle Finn; his cousin, Dorian; and the rest of his crooked relatives—plus he inadvertently
stumbles upon a maze of magic tunnels beneath their apartment building. And what Jax finds there could put
the entire Eighth Day and the Emrys bloodline in jeopardy.
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The Inquisitor's Mark (Eighth Day) By Dianne K. Salerni. Is this your spare time? Exactly what will you
do after that? Having spare or totally free time is very impressive. You could do everything without pressure.
Well, we suppose you to save you few time to read this book The Inquisitor's Mark (Eighth Day) By Dianne
K. Salerni This is a god publication to accompany you in this totally free time. You will certainly not be so
hard to know something from this e-book The Inquisitor's Mark (Eighth Day) By Dianne K. Salerni A lot
more, it will certainly assist you to get better info and encounter. Also you are having the wonderful works,
reviewing this publication The Inquisitor's Mark (Eighth Day) By Dianne K. Salerni will certainly not add
your thoughts.

If you desire truly get guide The Inquisitor's Mark (Eighth Day) By Dianne K. Salerni to refer currently, you
should follow this page constantly. Why? Keep in mind that you need the The Inquisitor's Mark (Eighth
Day) By Dianne K. Salerni resource that will give you right requirement, don't you? By visiting this internet
site, you have actually started to make new deal to constantly be up-to-date. It is the first thing you could
begin to obtain all benefits from remaining in an internet site with this The Inquisitor's Mark (Eighth Day)
By Dianne K. Salerni and other compilations.

From now, locating the finished site that markets the completed publications will certainly be numerous,
however we are the relied on site to visit. The Inquisitor's Mark (Eighth Day) By Dianne K. Salerni with
very easy link, easy download, as well as completed book collections become our excellent services to get.
You could locate and make use of the advantages of choosing this The Inquisitor's Mark (Eighth Day) By
Dianne K. Salerni as every little thing you do. Life is constantly creating and also you need some brand-new
publication The Inquisitor's Mark (Eighth Day) By Dianne K. Salerni to be reference always.
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The sequel to The Eighth Day, a fantasy adventure that VOYA called "unparalleled" and "absolutely
necessary for middle grades," continues with higher stakes, greater world building, and more pulse-pounding
action. With suspense, danger, and new discoveries around every corner, this fast-paced fantasy series that
Kirkus Reviews raved was an exciting blend of "modern intrigue and ancient magic" will be a welcome
addition for fans of Percy Jackson and Harry Potter.

After an all-out battle in Mexico, Jax, Riley, and Evangeline have gone into hiding. There are still rogue
Transitioners and evil Kin lords on the hunt for Riley, a descendant of King Arthur, and Evangeline, a
powerful wizard with bloodlines to Merlin, in order to gain control over the Eighth Day.

So when Finn Ambrose, a mysterious stranger, contacts Jax claiming to be his uncle, Jax's defenses go
up—especially after Jax learns that he's holding Jax's best friend, Billy, hostage. To rescue Billy and keep
Riley and Evangeline out of the fray, Jax sneaks off to New York City on his own. But once there, he
discovers a surprising truth: Finn is his uncle, and Jax comes from a long line of Dulacs—a notoriously
corrupt and dangerous Transitioner clan who want Riley dead and Evangeline as their prisoner. And family
or not, the Dulacs will stop at nothing to get what they want.
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From School Library Journal
Gr 4–7—This volume picks up right after the events of book one. Just weeks after saving the seven-day
world from destruction at the hands of the evil King Wylit, Jax Aubrey discovers he might not be the orphan
he thinks he is. When his best friend is kidnapped, Jax learns that he may have a mysterious long-lost Uncle
and possibly the family he craves. Unfortunately, Uncle Finn happens to be the Inquisitor for the ruthless,
criminally minded Dulacs, the family that had Jax's guardian Riley's entire family assassinated. During a
search for Jax's liege-lady, Evangeline's sister Riley is trapped in the eighth day and Jax uses the time to rush
to New York to save his friend and find out more about his family. Sure enough, Jax is related-his Uncle and
Jax's deceased father look eerily alike, and Jax even has a near-identical cousin, Dorian. But is Dorian a
friend or just another pawn in the seeming endless political intrigue of the Dulacs? Jax will need to find out
soon or he could lose Riley, Evangeline, and much more. Salerni does a good job of portraying Jax's
desperate need to fit in and find a family. Readers learn more about the Eighth Day, the Transitioners, the
magical Kin, and their connection to Arthurian legend. The narrative is split between Jax and Dorian and



there could have been a little more distinction between the two voices at times. The concept and the
characters, however, are strong enough to carry the weight of a few minor flaws and The Inquisitor's Mark
should continue to entertain its audience who will now eagerly await book three.—Erik Knapp, Davis
Library, Plano, TX

Review
“Combining modern intrigue and ancient magic, this second volume in what continues to be an inspired
series does not disappoint. Jax is an endearing mix of heroic and awkward as he struggles with his new
identity. An exciting blend of Arthurian legend and organized crime.” (Kirkus)

“Blending Arthurian legend with action-packed adventure, the second in the Eighth Day series answers some
questions but leaves plenty dangling for the next book.” (ALA Booklist)

“The concept and the characters are strong, and should continue to entertain its audience who will now
eagerly await book three.” (School Library Journal)

“Ancient magic pairs nicely with modern intrigue. Complicated alliances and ruthless villains keep the pages
turning. A promising start to a new trilogy.” (Kirkus Reviews (on The Eighth Day))

“[A] fast-paced, magical adventure. An unparalleled mix of evil villains, humor, and background that set this
up for a likeable trilogy to be recommended for fans of Percy Jackson and Harry Potter. Absolutely
necessary for middle grades.” (Voice of Youth Advocates (VOYA) (on The Eighth Day))

“Fascinating…Melds Arthurian legend into present day. Fast paced and exciting.” (School Library Journal
(on The Eighth Day))

From the Back Cover

Related to the enemy. Loyal to their target.

After returning from an all-out war in Mexico, Jax Aubrey, his guardian, Riley, and liege lady, Evangeline
Emrys, are in hiding. So when a man named Finn Ambrose tracks them down, claiming to be Jax's uncle,
their defenses go up.

As it turns out, Uncle Finn is part of the Dulacs, a dangerous enemy clan. After the Dulacs kidnap Jax's best
friend, Billy, in order to lure Jax to their residence in Manhattan, Jax has no choice but to go to the city on
his own or risk endangering Riley and Evangeline.

There, he meets Uncle Finn; his cousin, Dorian; and the rest of his crooked relatives—plus he inadvertently
stumbles upon a maze of magic tunnels beneath their apartment building. And what Jax finds there could put
the entire Eighth Day and the Emrys bloodline in jeopardy.

Most helpful customer reviews

3 of 3 people found the following review helpful.
Loved this!
By Natalie @ BookLoversLife
I loved Book 1 of this and couldn't wait to read more about Jax and the gang. After the ending of book 1 Jax
and Evangeline are gone into hiding but they know they can't stay hiding because they have to try to find
Evangelines sister. Riley decides to try and handcuff himself to Evangeline and see will she stay in the



normal week, but it doesn't happen and Riley ends up stuck in the Eight day with Evangeline.

During that time Jax gets a call from his friend Billy to say that he was kidnapped by Jaxs Uncle. Jax doesn't
know anything about an Uncle so is suitably nervous. Jax knows that he can't wait for Riley to come back, so
he sets off to rescue his best friend! Once there he finds out some secrets and surprising truths. Can he rescue
Billy and find out where Evangelines sister is before it's too late?

This was just as good, if not better, than book 1. There was so much more action, adventure and intrigue that
it was such a rollercoaster.

Character wise, Jax was just as awesome as he was in book 1. He is so brave and true and it really comes
across in The Inquisitors Mark. I felt for him when he learned about his father. No matter what was
happening to him though, he always thought of his friends first. Riley isn't as prominent in this edition but he
is as cool as ever. Billy was such a breath of fresh air! He is such a lovable character and I hope we see more
of him in the next one. There is also a host of new characters introduced, with Dorian being my favourite.
Despite being a Dulac, he was so nice and kind. I hope we see more of him too.

Plot wise, it was really fast paced and engaging. There are some secrets revealed. Jax finds out some things
about his dad and Evangeline finds out things about her sister. While this answers some questions from book
1 we are left with even more after the ending of this!!

Overall, The Inquisitors Mark was an action packed and intense ride. The action and adventure start pretty
much straight away and then we are whisked away on quite an intriguing and suspenseful read. Billy adds a
welcome comic relief and is sure to be a favourite for everyone. There are magical creatures thrown into the
mix this time and a lot more villains. With the ending we are left hanging but it just makes me extra eager to
read book 3. Dianne K Salerni has created a fantastical realm and one I love diving into. Her writing brings
the story to life and makes the reader eager to read more. I'd highly recommend this series to everyone.

2 of 2 people found the following review helpful.
Intense, intriguing, and exciting
By TeacherReader
I LOVED book one, The Eighth Day, but The Inquisitor's mark is even better!

After the all-out Eighth Day war in Mexico, Jax, Riley, and Evangeline have gone into hiding. There are still
rogue Transitioners and evil Kin lords who want to use Riley, a descendant of King Arthur, and Evangeline,
a powerful wizard with bloodlines to Merlin, to get control over the Eighth Day. So when Finn Ambrose, a
mysterious stranger, contacts Jax claiming to be his uncle, Jax's defenses go up—especially when Finn tells
Jax that he’s holding Jax's best friend, Billy, hostage.

The Inquisitor's Mark is an intense, action-packed fantasy set in a world where Arthurian descendants can
enter a secret spell-created day between Wednesday and Thursday.

This one picks up right where The Eighth Day left off, and our characters need to find and protect one of
Merlin's descendants, otherwise she will be murdered to destroy the people living in the 8th day.

The Inquisitor's Mark kept me glued to the page throughout. A new set of characters are developed as an
enemy clan, and they are creepy and fun to read. I loved the addition of Dorian's perspective for helping us
understand just how evil the Dulacs are and how hard it is to make the right decisions.



Salerni also used this book to develop her world even further. We meet magical creatures and explore
fascinating time-and-space travel tunnels.

Second books often have a hard time living up to their counterparts, but I found this Book 2 to be even
stronger than Book 1, even though Book 1 was a 5 star book for me. Salerni doesn't ease into the story like
she did in The Eighth Day, she jumps straight in. The dialogue is more authentic, and the world was crafted
more clearly.

Also, I love that this series is steering clear of annoying love triangles. Some twinges of romance exist in the
background; as in, he has a crush on her... they're holding hands. As a result, this book focuses on plot and
world development, with actual character development, rather than drowning in irritating romance.

If you're looking for a fun, addictive read, these books are highly recommended!

Disclaimer: I was provided a copy of this book by the publisher in exchange for an honest review

2 of 2 people found the following review helpful.
Awesome series!
By This Kid Reviews Books
Synopsis- Jax Aubrey is unique. He and his guardian Riley Pendare/Pendragon are Transitioners – people
who are able to experience a special eighth day (nicknamed “Grunsday”) between Wednesday and Thursday,
and have a family magic talent (Jax’s is inquisition, Riley has the voice of command, etc.). They are able to
protect (and fight) the Kin – super-powerful magic people, all with different talents. Some Kin, like
Evangeline, are good, while some Kin are evil and want the eighth day to be the only day.

All was going well, until Jax (who was in hiding)’s former best friend, Billy, was kidnapped because he
knew Jax. Not only that, but he was kidnapped by Jax’s uncle. And Jax’s dad had told Jax that he had no
other relatives, besides his mother’s cousin, so what is going on? When Jax is forced to join his family, and
the evil Transitioners that they serve, he can’t believe it. They work for the enemy and they want Jax to join
them. But, Jax is loyal to Riley and Evangeline.

What I Thought- This was a very thrilling book. It explains a lot about Jax, and Transitioners in general.
There is a lot of mystique added to the plot and the characters. Jax, especially in this book, is a character you
can care for. His family is working for the enemy, and they want Riley and Evangeline in their clutches. The
story draws you in, and gets you asking questions. The story is appropriate for all ages, and the publisher
rates it for ages 8+. But there is a lot going on in the plot that may make it a bit hard for younger readers.
This is a great series, and I cannot wait for Book 3!
*NOTE* I got a free copy of this book in exchange for an honest review

See all 34 customer reviews...
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